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YOUR PROJECT.
OUR PRODUCTS.

ECCO PRODUCTS
is a trendsetter and manufacturer of water permeable
solutions for outdoor spaces. Together with our
partners, we are striving towards a greener future.
We have a clear mission, which is to make 20 million
m² of outdoor space water permeable by 2025. What’s
more, we then plan to double this amount every 5 years.
If you choose ECCO, you choose a business that invests
in three things:
•

In the development of ecological products that
provide an answer to today’s water challenges.

•

In people. Our employees are the foundation of
everything we do. Which is why as a company, we
are committed to their personal growth, that will
enrich them professionally as well as personally.

•

Finally, we invest in relationships, with our
suppliers, clients and partners. Honesty and
integrity are key to these relationships.

These aren’t just empty words. We can also demonstrate
that this has resulted in a success story, because ECCO
•

is growing faster than the competition...

•

and has a trusted network of clients. Our clients
describe us as an established and highly regarded
name that they can count on, with a broad range
of products.

This commercial network is supported by strong and
innovative marketing tools.
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Together we really
inﬁltrate the planet.
With these water control solutions from ECCO Products.
IMPERMEABLE SUBSTRATE

Green roofs
Have a buﬀer eﬀect:
absorb 50% of rain water
Purify and ﬁlter
polluted rainwater

PERMEABLE SUBSTRATE

The systems are maximally recycled and 100% recyclable.

Strond gravel grids for
gravel paving
Buﬀer rainwater
Allow the rainwater to
inﬁltrate into the soil while
preserving soil life

No puddles, pits
and tracks
Delayed and reduced
rainwater drainage
Reduced sewerage
and ﬂooding

Flexible grass grids
Allow the rainwater to
inﬁltrate into the soil while
preserving soil life

Replenishment of
groundwater reserves

More bio-diversity

Better sound insulation

Longer life than
ordinary rooﬁng

Positive eﬀect on mood
and physical health

No ﬂooding

Tile system for paving
with artiﬁcial turf

Better output of
solar panels

Positive eﬀect on work
satisfaction and productivity

Better thermal insulation

Financial beneﬁt

Buﬀers rainwater
under the tile
Allows the rainwater to
inﬁltrate into the soil while
preserving soil life

Increased durability of
the artiﬁcial turf

www.eccoproducts.eu
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ECCOGRAVEL - STRONG GRAVEL GRID

GRAVEL

Strong, frost-resistant gravel sheet in HDPE
for a functional and stable gravel surface, that is perfectly water-permeable.

INFO

+

Frost-resistant gravel sheet in HDPE with high compressive strength

+

Increased resistance against torsional loads due to plastic reinforcements between cells

+

Polyester geotextile: very strong, does not rot and no risk of silting up
due to the open structure
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+

Very easy to use: can be transported and installed easily and fast thanks to pliable size

+

Perfectly walkable and ridable

STRONG GRAVEL GRID - ECCOGRAVEL

INSTALLATION

1. SUB-BASE

Limestone rubble, porphyry rubble or broken concrete
rubble (0-32 mm or 0-40 mm). We do not recommend
brick rubble, as this is ultimately pulverised.

TECHNICAL

DIMENSIONS sheet: 160 X 120 cm
HEIGHT: 4 cm (ECCOgravel 40)
		

3 cm (ECCOgravel 30)

DIAMETER honeycomb: 43 mm
2. LEVELLING LAYER

The levelling layer can consist of:
+

sieved sand

+

limestone or porphyry 2-4 mm, 1-3 mm, 0-4 mm

3. HONEYCOMB GRID

A thicker grid offers a better distribution across
the substrate.
4. SURFACE LAYER

The honeycomb structure should be just covered
with gravel (size 4-16 mm).
For finer gravels this will be approximately 1 cm, for
coarser gravels 2 cm.

Density HDPE: 0,95 g/cm³
MATERIAL: 100% HDPE - High Density Polyethylene
COLOUR:
white, grey or black
BREAKING STRAIN UNFILLED ISO 844 90 tonnes/m²
BREAKING STRAIN FILLED ISO 844 up to 400 tonnes/m²
APPLICATIONS
+

Driveways

+

Parking areas

+

Garden and foot paths, terraces

+

Camping sites, ...
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ECCODAL - GRASS GRID

DAL

Frost-resistant grass grid in HDPE
ECCOdal 50: 80 x 80 x 5 cm
ECCOdal 40: 80 x 80 x 4 cm

INFO
+

Grass grid in HDPE: High compressive strength and high impact toughness

+

Quick installation: thanks to the handy dimensions of 80 x 80 cm

+

Perfectly accessible on foot or by car

+

European quality product

+

Expansion joints to cope with temperature differences

APPLICATIONS
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+

Green car parks, driveways, carports, ...

+

Pedestrian and garden paths, camping sites, ...

+

Fire roads

GRASS GRID - ECCODAL

INSTALLATION

1. FOUNDATIONS

The foundations may consist of: lava, limestone rubble,
porphyry rubble, or crushed concrete rubble (grain

TECHNICAL INFO

COMPOSITION - HDPE
LENGTH (connections excluded) - 80 cm

size: 16-32 mm or 20-40 mm), the voids (about 80%) are

WIDTH (connections excluded) - 80 cm

filled with topsoil. We advise against brick rubble, as it

HEIGHT - 4 cm or 5 cm

pulverises over time.

2. SUBSTRATE-LEVELLING LAYER

The levelling layer may consist of lava (grain size: 0-4 mm).
3. GRASS GRID ECCODAL

WEIGHT - 3,172 kg (4 cm) or 3,904 kg (5 cm)
WALL THICKNESS - 0,35 - 0,40 cm
COLOUR - green or black
1 grid = 0,64 m²

A thicker grid offers a better distribution across the
substrate.
4. TOP LAYER

Fill ECCOdal grass grids with substrate up to 1 cm below
the top of the grid (in this way the growth area of the
grass in the grid will be protected). Then fill the grass grid
with grass (preferably grass with long roots, eg. Festuca
arundinacea). You can work with a self-compacting
substrate, that way you do not have to brush it off
anymore, as it will be compressed in a natural way.
Every project needs an individual approach.
The instructions above are advisory.
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ECCODAL HD FLEX - SOLID AND FLEXIBLE GRASSGRID

HD FLEX

ECCOdal HD Flex is a solid and flexible grass grid
made from recycled plastic

INFO

+

Ecological: 100% recycled and 100% recyclable

+

Unique and innovative shape for an aesthetic and uniform result after installation

+

Cell structure can perfectly accomodate all expansions

+

Thicker cell walls make the grass grids more resistant to torque

+

More than 6 strong connections per meter running between the grids

+

Large contact area at the bottom ensures better load distribution

+

Can also be placed in a half-brick connection for extra strength of the entire structure

APPLICATIONS
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+

Driveways with grass and grass parkings

+

Fire roads

+

Walkways and garden paths

+

Campsites, paddocks, horse trails, ...

SOLID AND FLEXIBLE GRASSGRID - ECCODAL HD FLEX

INSTALLATION

1. FOUNDATIONS

The foundations may consist of: lava, limestone rubble,
porphyry rubble, or crushed concrete rubble (grain

SPECIFICATIONS

COMPOSITION - Polyolefins (recycled plastic)
LENGTH (connections excluded) - 78,5 cm

size: 16-32 mm or 20-40 mm), the voids (about 80%) are

WIDTH (connections excluded) - 58,5 cm

filled with topsoil. We advise against brick rubble, as it

HEIGHT - 4 cm

pulverises over time.

COLOUR - green with tones of grey

2. SUBSTRATE-LEVELLING LAYER

The levelling layer may consist of lava (grain size: 0-4 mm).
3. GRASS GRID ECCODAL

A thicker grid offers a better distribution across the
substrate.
4. TOP LAYER

Fill ECCOdal HD Flex grass grids with substrate up to
1 cm below the top of the grid (in this way the growth
area of the grass in the grid will be protected). Then
fill the grass grid with grass (preferably grass with long
roots, eg. Festuca arundinacea). You can work with a selfcompacting substrate, that way you do not have to brush
it off anymore, as it will be compressed in a natural way.
Every project needs an individual approach.
The instructions above are advisory.
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ECCOMARKERS - PARKING PLACE MARKER

MARKERS

The ideal solution for demarcating your parking place

ECCOmarkers : for use with ECCOgravel
ECCOmarkers are always delivered with matching frame screw
(suitable for mounting in screed, stabilized sand or concrete).

ECCOmarkers : for use with ECCOdal
The parking caps consist of a rectangular fit for use with ECCOdal.
The vertical clamping ribs ensure that the marking cap is securely
clamped.
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PARKING PLACE MARKER - ECCOMARKERS
AFMETINGEN
Markeerdop: ø 85 mm (afdekdopje: ø 32 mm)
Bijgeleverde schroef: TX30 7,5 x 212

KLEUR
ECCOmarkers parkeerdoppen zijn beschikbaar in wit en in zwart.

MATERIAAL
ECCOmarkers markeerdoppen zijn gemaakt van polypropyleencarbonaat (PPC). De bijgeleverde
raamschroeven zijn verzinkt.

INHOUD PAKKET
ECCOmarkers worden steeds geleverd met bijhorende raamschroef (geschikt voor bevestiging in chape,
stabilisé of beton).
ECCOmarkers markeerdoppen worden steeds per 50 stuks verpakt. Men heeft ongeveer 8 à 10 parkeerdoppen
nodig per parkeerplaats.

SPECIFICATIONS ECCOGRAVEL MARKERS
DIMENSIONS
Marking cap: ø 85 mm (cover cap ø 32 mm)
Screw supplied: TX30 7.5 x 212 mm
COLOUR: white or black
Made of polypropylene carbonate (PPC).
The supplied frame screws are galvanized.
ECCOmarkers are always delivered with matching frame
screw (suitable for mounting in screed, stabilized sand or

www.eccoproducts.eu

concrete). About 8 to 10 caps per car parking lot are needed.

SPECIFICATIONS ECCODAL MARKERS
DIMENSIONS
74 mm x 74 mm (at the top)
COLOUR: white
Made of polypropylene carbonate (PPC).
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DRAINBASE - ARTIFICIAL GRASS GRID

DRAINBASE

Water-buffering support system
for synthetic turf projects in landscaping, roof terraces and playgrounds

INFO

+

Optimal load distribution

+

Manufactured from HDPE material - high elasticity, even in cold temperatures

+

Water buffering capacity of 30 liters/m²

+

9 flexible zones maintain contact with the subbase

+

Anti-skid system to ensure that the artificial turf stays nicely in place

+

Unique connection system allows the plates to shrink and expand within their own
dimensions, both during installation in cold and at warm temperatures

+

Cost efficient: avoid complex foundation works and save time and costs

APPLICATIONS
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+

Artificial turf in landscaping

+

Well-suited for roof terraces

+

Playgrounds

ARTIFICIAL GRASS GRID - DRAINBASE

INSTALLATION ACCESSORIES

SPECIFICATIONS

FIXING CAPS
With the specially provided fixing caps and associated
screws, the artificial grass can be fixed everywhere.

COMPOSITION

-

100%

recycled

HDPE

(high

density

polyethylene) and 100% recyclable
TILE DIMENSIONS 60 X 60 cm = 0,36 m²
HEIGHT - 3 cm
WEIGHT PER TILE - 917 gr // 2,55 kg per m²
WATER BUFFERING CAPACITY 30 liters/m²
COLOUR - black

DRAINBASE BORDERS
The ECCOborders Drainbase are developed to easily
border your synthetic turf project. The border prevents
curling up of the artificial grass. The optional L-border
prevents side soil from being washed away and prevents
vermin from getting under the plates.
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ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDERS

EASYFIX LI / CS

Simple, economic borders
in galvanised steel or Corten steel for your garden projects

INFO
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+

EASYFIX LI (linear) can be used for straight lines, light curves and 90° corners

+

EASYFIX CS (custom shape) is used for any curved shape in your project

+

Fast and easy installation

+

Anchoring that can be placed randomly depending on your project.

+

Rounded top edge for maximum safety in use and during installation

+

Long anchoring pins with high impact resistance

+

Limited visibility of the mounting material after installation

GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

INSTALLATION

SPECIFICATIONS
VERSIONS:
Easyfix LI (straight lines) / Easyfix CS (custom shape)
Galva 0,8 mm or Corten steel 1 mm
10 cm or 15 cm height
EASYFIX BORDER

for straight lines (LI)
as well as any curved shape (CS)

Easyfix LI also available powdercoated in black (on demand)
DIMENSIONS (l x w x h)
Easyfix 100 Galva: 240 x 0,08 x 10 cm
Easyfix 100 Corten: 240 x 0,10 x 10 cm
Height anchors Easyfix 100: 34 cm
Dimensions pocket 100: 12 x 9,6 cm

EASYFIX POCKET

Pockets are placed randomly

Easyfix 150 Galva: 240 x 0,08 x 15 cm
Easyfix 150 Corten: 240 x 0,10 x 15 cm
Height anchors Easyfix 150: 34 cm
Dimensions pocket 150: 12 x 14,6 cm
APPLICATIONS
Suitable for all areas on which no driving takes place, such as

EASYFIX ANCHORS

garden path borders, terrace, flower bed and lawn borders

Solid anchoring with long pins
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ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDERS

METALFLEX

Metalflex is an L-shaped border in Galva
available in different heights

INFO
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+

Easy-to-use

+

Fast and easy installation

+

Flexible: also suitable for corners and curves

+

Available in 4 different heights: 4,5 cm, 6 cm, 8 cm or 10 cm

+

Rounded top edge for optimal safety

+

Made from durable material

+

Perfect combination with ECCOgravel

GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

INSTALLATION

SPECIFICATIONS

+

Set your project’s trace

DIMENSIONS

+

bend in shape if applicable

Metalflex H45: 240 cm x 0,12 cm x 4,5 cm

+

Place anchoring approx. every 80 cm

Metalflex H60: 240 cm x 0,12 cm x 6 cm
Metalflex H80: 240 cm x 0,12 cm x 8 cm

ADVICE

Metalflex H100: 240 cm x 0,12 cm x 10 cm

+

MATERIAL: Galva

For heavier loads (for example, the side 		
of the driveway or similar), concreting is 		
recommended.

APPLICATIONS:
Can be applied on all soft and hard surfaces:

+

Metalflex H45 and H60 are perfectly suited for
use in cambination with ECCOgravel. The height
of the borders matches perfectly with the height
of the grids + finishing layer, resulting in minimal
visible parts of the edging profile.

+

Asphalt

+

Loose gravel

+

Pavers

+

Bricks

+

Tiles

+

…
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ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDERS

BETOTOP

Quality profiles
in Corten steel or stainless steel for finishing concrete curbs

INFO
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+

For new and renovation projects

+

Long lifespan

+

Low maintenance

+

Easy installation

+

Quality profile for finishing concrete curbs

+

Aesthetic finishing

+

Concrete curb is protected

+

Irregularities in height between concrete curbs are compensated for

+

Self-locking

+

Top material quality: Stainless steel 316 or high-quality Corten steel

		

GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

Length

Width

Heigth

Thickness Profile

SPECIFICATIONS

BETOTOP WIRTZ COR-TEN
200 cm

top

bottom

1,6 cm 4 cm

7 cm

0,1 cm

V-profile

Stainless steel 316 & Corten steel

BETOTOP WIRTZ INOX
200 cm

top

bottom

1,6 cm 4 cm

7 cm

0,08 cm

V-profile

5 cm

6 cm

0,1 cm

U-profile

5 cm

6 cm

0,08 cm

U-profile

6 cm

5,5 cm

0,1 cm

U-profile

BETOTOP 60 INOX
200 cm

6 cm

5,5 cm

APPLICATIONS
Suitable for all areas on which no driving takes place

BETOTOP 60 COR-TEN
200 cm

U-profile 50 and 60
L-profile 60

BETOTOP 50 INOX
200 cm

different SHAPES and DIMENSIONS
“Wirtz” V-profile 16

BETOTOP 50 COR-TEN
200 cm

AVAILABLE IN 2 MATERIAL VERSIONS:

0,08 cm

U-profile

BETOTOP SPECIAL
Our BETOTOP Special is a new profile which perfectly suits
for concrete curbs of 6 cm top width and a visible frontside
of 20 cm.

+

Garden path borders

+

Pond edges

+

Terrace borders

+

Flower bed and lawn borders

Suitable for all areas on which driving takes place, such as:
+

Driveway borders

+

Parking area borders

+

Access road borders
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ECCOBORDERS - GARDEN BORDERS

TREE BORDER

Tree borders / Tree circles in Corten steel
Gives your tree the accent it deserves

INFO
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+

Aesthetically pleasing

+

Easier and more economical maintenance

+

Avoids chemical weeding around the bark

+

Available in 3 sizes

+

Simple, ‘blind’ connection of 2 halves with corresponding installation material

GARDEN BORDERS - ECCOBORDERS

INSTALLATION

SPECIFICATIONS

+ The tree circles consist of 2 halves that can easily be put

MATERIAL

together by means of a plate and bolts that are included.

Corten steel

+ When the two halves are connected, you push or

Available in 3 sizes

hammer the tree circle into the ground.

50 CORTEN: Ø 500 mm, visible edge width 100 mm
75 CORTEN: Ø 750 mm, visible edge width 150 mm

+ Then you can fill the area around the trunk with gravel,

100 CORTEN: Ø 1000 mm, visible edge width 200 mm

bark or another material of your choice.
APPLICATIONS
For placement and installation in both
+

semi-paved areas

+

(urban) gardens

+

parks

+

gravel zones

+

paved areas

+

...
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ECCOFENCE - EXCLUSIVE GABIONS

KIT

Professional construction kit
an alternative for a traditional hedge or a simple fence

INFO
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+

Professional “all-in-one” construction kit

+

Easy assembly thanks to enclosed layout plan + installation video

+

Easy to customise

+

Little loss of space due to narrow width

+

Suspended installation possible

+

Subtle transition between gabions

+

Available in 4 heights

+

All nuts and bolts included

EXCLUSIVE GABIONS - ECCOFENCE

ACCESSORIES

+

LED-Lighting

Energy-efficient LED lighting available to mount at the
bottom of the gabion
+

Side net for aesthetic finish

For each height a finishing piece is optionally available.
This may be used, for example, to finish the wall in a way
that leaves the stones visible on the side
+

90° base

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMENSIONS: (l x h x w)
KIT 200: 201 x 200 x 20 cm
KIT 150: 201 x 150 x 20 cm
KIT 100: 201 x 100 x 20 cm
KIT 50: 201 x 50 x 20 cm
Length is adjustable every 5 cm.

To create corners using the ECCOfence KIT
+

Raising supports

Especially designed to compensate for 5% differences in
heights with the ECCOfence KIT system, such as in the case
of an inclined driveway.
+

Filling

Ideal stone size between 40 mm and 100 mm, depending
on the stones’ shape. You need 0.17 m³ for KIT 50, 0.38 m³
for KIT100, 0.59 m³ for KIT 150 und 0.8 m³ for KIT200.

APPLICATIONS
+

Barriers

+

Terraces

+

Retaining walls

+

Publicity

+

Partition wall
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ECCOFENCE - EXCLUSIVE GABIONS

ALUBOX

Trendy aluminium gabion

Alubox 40
201 x 16,5 x 40

INFO

Alubox 90
201 x 16,5 x 90
Alubox 140
201 x 16,5 x 140
Alubox 190
201 x 16,5 x 190
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+

Professional construction kit

+

On-site assembly and filling possible

+

Easy assembly

+

Easy to customise

+

Little loss of space due to narrow width

+

Design look thanks to aluminium

+

Choice between different finishes

+

Multiple applications: benches, partitions,...

EXCLUSIVE GABIONS - ECCOFENCE

ACCESSORIES

+

If you prefer a galvanised top net instead of an
aluminium top profile, this is also possible.

+

Anchor Bolts M12: The tensile load is 2,150 kg. So
a single anchor bolt can carry a tremendous
amount of weight. Because such an anchor bolt
requires sufficient anchoring, they must always be
anchored in concrete (at least 350 kg cement/m³).

+

DIMENSIONS (l x w x h)
Alubox 40:

201 x 16,5 x 40 cm

Alubox 90:

201 x 16,5 x 90 cm

Alubox 140:

201 x 16,5 x 140 cm

Alubox 190:

201 x 16,5 x 190 cm

Ground anchor: 1 ground anchor per gabion
basket + 1 extra ground anchor for the first gabion
basket: each ground anchor has 4 M12 bolts, as
well as a floor plate and fitting slab. The advantage
of the ground anchor is that you can work with
quick-drying concrete (hardens in only 2 hours).

+

SPECIFICATIONS

Ideal stone size between 40 mm and 90 mm. You
need 0,14 m³ filling for Alubox 40, 0,31 m³ for
Alubox 90, 0,49 m³ for Alubox 140 and 0,66 m³
for Alubox 190.

APPLICATIONS
+

Barriers

+

Terraces

+

Publicity

+

Partition wall

+

Garden bench/garden table

		

(due to aluminium surface profile)
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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NOTES
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COMPANY
AND CONTACT INFO
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Ecco Products
Poelstraat 167 - 9820 Merelbeke
Belgium

+32 9 247 00 25
info@eccoproducts.eu

